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New York (TADIAS) — When we first featured Tariku Shiferaw as an emerging artist two and half
years ago he had just completed his graduate studies in Fine Arts at Parsons School of Design in New
York City and was participating in a group exhibition entitled Introductions 2016 at Trestle Gallery in
Brooklyn.
Since then Tariku, who was born in Addis Ababa and raised in Los Angeles, has held several
exhibitions including his first international show at Addis Fine Art’s (AFA) London project space last
year. The exhibition entitled Erase Me was featured at AFA’s inaugural event at their U.K. location.
Fast forward to 2018 and Tariku is now part of the Whitney Museum of Art Independent Study
Program this Fall. Each year the Whitney Museum of American Art — the preeminent institution
devoted to the art of the United States — chooses fifteen up-and-coming artists to take part in their
Studio Program. According to the museum “the program begins in early September and concludes at
the end of the following May. Many of the participants are enrolled at universities and art schools and
receive academic credit for their participation, while others have recently completed their formal
studies.”
“The Whitney ISP provides me an opportunity to extend my education through discussions and

debates with influential artists, art historians, and cultural critics,” Tariku said. “I am also partaking in
The Drawing Center’s Open Sessions program (2018-2020), which already started in May. Open
Sessions is a two-year program open to artists working in a variety of disciplines.”
In addition, Tariku is featured in two upcoming group exhibitions: If I Go There, I Won’t Stay There
opening September 22, 6-8pm at ltd Los Angeles and To Dream Avant-Garde, curated by Alteronce
Gumby, Sept. 28 – Nov. 4, at Hammond Harkins Galleries in Columbus, OH.
“Often, I use a range of gray painterly gestures as ground to the geometric forms, which
metaphorically refers to the gray space between meanings,” he told Tadias during our first interview.
“The dialectical relationships between painterly gestures and geometric forms create the necessary
complexity to inspire deep thoughts on these simple shapes and color, and the possible
interpretations.”
—
If You Go:
Tariku Shiferaw will be at the opening reception in Los Angeles, please stop by if you’re in town. The
exhibition runs from September 22 – November 3.
Join the conversation on Twitter and Facebook.
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